MONTGOMERY COUNTRY COMMUNITY COLLEGE HOSTS

Janet’sPlanet
VIRTUAL
ASTRONAUT
SUMMER CAMP

July 27-31 ONLINE, M-F 9AM-1PM; ages 7-14
Visit mc3.edu/planet for registration and information

Your student can enjoy an interactive, online astronaut academy featuring STEAM space and earth science curriculum. Each day will include live instruction, a challenge or experiment to test, an item to make, an opportunity to explore, and learn with your fellow science and space-minded explorers in a secure, online Zoom Room.

Students will learn directly from Janet Ivey, president of Explore Mars and creator of Janet's Planet, along with experts in the field to expand your student's understanding of the universe.

The total cost includes Janet's Planet astronaut pack which contains a water bottle, drawstring bag, and curriculums specific items and activity materials.

Total Cost: $150

Presented by the Lively Arts Series at Montgomery County Community College. The MCCC Foundation is a 501(c)3 Organization.